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Introduction
The public’s perception in Vermont has been that there is an unprecedented opiate crisis occurring
creating a dramatic spike in drug related property crimes. Anecdotally, law enforcement throughout
the state reported increasing suspicion that there is a connection between the number of opiate
crimes and drug related property crimes. This research aimed to answer the question of whether
the escalation of opiate and other drug use has been influencing property crimes in Vermont. This
project examines the role of drugs in property crimes investigated by the Vermont State Police in
2017. New techniques were explored to enhance existing interfaces and data exchange technologies
that improve statistical and research access to law enforcement data and data systems. The data
exchange capacity established the use of text analysis in R to examine the narratives in administrative
and operational law enforcement databases to answer the research question.

Methodology
Several techniques were used to understand the relationship between property crimes and opiates
and/or other drugs. First, a key word dictionary was created and matched against the Vermont
State Police (VSP) narratives. This helped identify incidents potentially related to drugs. The
incidents were matched into NIBRS (National Incident Based Reporting System) for more specific
details of the incidents and offenses. If there was an arrest in a property incident, the criminal
histories of the defendants were used and categorized their offending. The final step was to
conduct a text analysis of the narrative using key words and topic modeling (Appendix A).
The VSP provided the narratives for all property crimes investigated during 2017. The narratives
(1,448 were provided, 1,446 were used in the analysis) were read into R, a statistical program, and
read against a dictionary of key words that might appear in a drug related case. The dictionary
contained words such as “heroin,” “opiates,” “drug,” etc. The dictionary was run against the
narratives; the result was a count of how often these words appeared in a narrative. “Heroin”
appeared in 27 narratives, and, in one narrative, was mentioned 21 times. Most narratives that
contained the word “heroin” used it less than three times. For purposes of analysis, a case was
labeled “drug related” if there were at least three occurrences of any key word in the narrative.1
Incidents were matched into the NIBRS data, using the FBI’s downloadable NIBRS files for 2017.
Unfortunately, the FBI incident numbers reported in 2017 are not formulated in the way Vermont
incident numbers are formulated. To account for this, the incidents, and date and hour of the
offense, were matched by VSP barracks. If the barracks responded to two offenses at the same
hour, the property offense was kept as the correct incident. If the barracks responded to two
property offenses on the same date and hour, both property offenses were eliminated from the

1

After reading the incident reports and checking on the matches, three hits on any keyword in a narrative was the
minimum number of times to avoid mistaken identification. For example, if the word “drugs” appeared only once,
with no other keywords, it was unlikely to be relevant to the narrative.
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analysis. The FBI does not include Group B offenses in the data, meaning that offenses for bad
checks, a Group B offense, could not be analyzed.
Names were provided to Vermont Crime Information Center (VCIC) to obtain the criminal history of
defendants arrested for property crimes. Using the definition of “drug related,” criminal history
patterns were analyzed for those arrested in drug related incidents compared to those who were
arrested for incidents not drug related. Cases were tracked through disposition and sentencing.
Topic modeling was applied to all narratives allowing a deeper analysis of the narratives.

NIBRS Analysis
Table 1 depicts the types of offenses associated with the property incidents investigated by the VSP.
Incidents may have more than one associated offense. For example, an incident could contain both
a burglary and an assault. The % of Total Within Category in Table 1 indicates whether incidents
labeled as “Drug Related” differ from those labeled “Not Drug Related”2 For example, of those
labeled “drug related” there are proportionally fewer Thefts from Motor Vehicles (2.22%) than
those labeled not drug related (11.43%).
Table 1: Drug Related Crimes Compared to Not Drug Related Crimes

It’s important to note that there are very small numbers of drug related offenses in this data set.
2

We use the term “Not Drug Related” for ease of reading. Properly, it should read: “No Evidence that this case
was Drug Related in the Narrative.”
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Location of Incidents
Table 2: Location of Crimes for Drug Related and Not Drug Related Offenses
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Table 2 shows the location of the crime. Private residence is the most significant category for
location of property crimes regardless of whether these crimes are drug related. Drug related
incidents were more likely to take place at a drug store/doctor’s office/hospital (6.25% vs. .38%)
and on the street/sidewalk (12.5% vs. 3.7%). However, the number of drug incidents identified in
the NIBRS data (36) is really too small to draw any conclusions.

Victims
As noted in Table 3, drug related incidents had 55 victims, and not drug related incidents had 1,646
victims. Individual was the most significant category of victim. There can be more than one victim in
an incident.
Table 3: Victim Type

Victim to Offender Relationship
The victim to offender relationship was missing in all 43 incidents identified as drug related and was
missing in 1,321 of the 1,370 incidents identified as not drug related. A victim to offender
relationship is only reported when the offender is arrested and the victim is an individual. The
offender is not arrested in all cases.

Residency of the Arrestee
NIBRS documents the residency of the arrestee, shown in Table 4. For VSP, a person is a resident if
they live in the jurisdiction of the barracks.
Table 4: Residency of the Arrestee

As seen in Table 4, resident status was missing in 104 arrests. For the arrests that identified resident
status, the proportion of residents to non-residents were the proportional.
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Criminal Histories
VSP provided the names and dates of birth of 216 individuals arrested in connection with the 1,448
incidents in the narratives. VCIC matched 182 of these individuals with criminal histories. Of the 182
individuals, 18 (10%) were identified as being involved in drug related incidents.

Demographics of Arrestees
Age of arrestee: The average age at arrest for both drug related and not drug related incidents was
31.
Table 5: Race and Gender of Arrestee

Only white defendants were arrested for drug related property incidents. Arrest of white females
was proportionally the same for both drug related and not drug related incidents. White males
were arrested for drug related property offenses at 66.7%, and not drug related at 58.5%.

Prior Incidents
Of the 182 defendants arrested, 53 were first-time offenders in Vermont. Five of the first-time
offenders were in identified as being involved in drug related incidents, 48 first-time offenders were
not in drug related incidents. The 129 defendants arrested who had a prior criminal history are
represented in Table 6.
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Table 6 presents the prior criminal histories of the defendants in this study. Thirteen unique
defendants were in the drug related incidents and 116 unique defendants were in the not drug
related incidents. Keep in mind that one person often has multiple charges.
Table 6: Prior Criminal Histories – Charges and Individuals

Table 6 shows the number of charges for each crime category and the number of people
responsible for those charges. For example, two individuals in the drug related category were
arrested for 14 Fish and Game violations. Almost half of the drug related defendants (6) had a prior
arrest for a drug violation, compared to approximately 30% of the non-drug related defendants.
Over half of each group had prior arrests for theft offenses.

Dispositions
Of the 182 defendants, 117 had the 2017 base incident disposed of in the criminal court shown in
Table 7. For example, three people in a drug related incident had a public order charge dismissed
and two people received a misdemeanor conviction.
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Table 7: Dispositions for Offenses by Individuals and Charges

Drug related incidents earned five felony convictions and 18 misdemeanor convictions, 12 for theft
or fraud. Not drug related incidents earned 71 felony convictions and 71 misdemeanor convictions.
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Table 8 shows the sentence, number of charges and number of people by felony or misdemeanor
conviction. Deferred and split sentences were used in very few property incident dispositions.
Table 8: Disposition Type by Number of People and Charges

Text Analysis of Narratives
VSP provided the full narratives in a .csv text file for 1,448 incidents. Two incidents contained
formatting errors which affected the structure of the data, and they were removed from the
analysis.
Text analysis aims to understand topics relationships between words in a body of work. For this
project, we were interested in the relationship between opiates, drugs, and property crimes. As
with any statistical analysis, text analysis requires cleaning and formatting the data to make the
analysis meaningful.3
First, words are restructured to their roots. The words “garage” and “garages” and “garaged” share
the root “garage.” In text analysis, the root of the word provides the meaning and frequencies of
the word and is more valuable than the frequencies of all the variants. Second, some words are
excluded from analysis. For example, the word “I” is not meaningful in analyzing themes of property
crimes. Words that generally hold little meaning in English are called stopwords, and 172 have been
identified. Stopwords were removed from the analysis.

3

The analysis was done in R. The full R script is in Appendix A.
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Likewise, there are words that are used so often in formulaic writing that they have no meaning in
relationship to the analysis. The most frequent word in the narratives was “advised.” Troopers
either “were advised” or “did advise." Similarly, “dob,” (date of birth) was very common. These
words add nothing to the intended analysis, so a calculation is used for identification and removal.
There is a statistic called the term frequency inverse document frequency (tf idf). This statistic
calculates a weight of the word. Very frequent words (tf) are weighted less than infrequent words
(idf). Words with lower weight were excluded from the analysis.

Key Word Analysis
The hypothesis was that if property crimes were being driven by the opiate crisis, then there would
be evidence of that in the narratives. The hypothesis was tested by creating a word dictionary,
inclusive of the words “heroin,” “opiates,” and “drug.” The dictionary was processed against the
narratives; the result was a count of how often these words appeared in a narrative. “Heroin”
appeared in 27 narratives. In one narrative, it occurred 21 times. Most narratives that contained the
word “heroin” used the word less than 3 times.
Overall, the dictionary flagged 118 out of 1,446 narratives that mentioned a drug key word. This
represents eight percent of the narratives in which officers noted drugs as an issue.

Topic Analysis
Text analysis can also create topic models. A topic model scans the body of work and identifies
words that tend to appear together with some probability. We used Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) modeling to create topics and associated words. The model returned some interesting results
shown in Chart 1. First, the narratives contained the names of victims, witnesses, and defendants.
One will see in the topic chart that names are associated with topics. For example, topic three
associates the name, Jason, with terms related to jewelry. Jason is a common name and at least two
troopers in the dataset have the name Jason. One would expect that a topic that includes diamonds
also includes gold and ring. The presence of this topic in the model suggests that jewelry thefts are
common in the data.
Of particular interest are examples contained in topic nine, where the word “juvenile” is strongly
correlated with “wallet” and “atm,” and topic ten, associating “school” with “wallet.” This may
indicate that youth are more at risk, or exposed to stolen wallets, or that youth steal wallets.
Removing proper names from the dataset proved more challenging than anticipated. The most
common names published by the Social Security Administration were added to the list of
stopwords. However, when running that function on the data, the system crashed. The error is still
being investigated. Until this error is corrected, the model has limited use.
Chart 1 below shows the topic analysis for property crimes:
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Findings:
1. Using the key word analysis only 8% of the narratives in the VSP data returned an indication
that the incidents are drug related crimes. The key words included drug as well as opiates and
heroin.
2. Because drugs were so infrequently mentioned in the data, none of the topics yielded the
expected result showing a relationship between the key words drugs and heroin with property
crimes. Research on this topic has noted that this current opioid crisis has not been associated
with a rise in property crime.4
3. Reviewing narratives using text analysis may help police include more relevant information in
the narratives.
4. There were no discernible differences between incidents labeled drug related and those
labeled not drug related.
5. Because the number of drug related incidents were so small, the results are not generalizable.
6. Though the results of this analysis didn’t yield the expected result, the intention of this project
was also to use new techniques to enhance existing interfaces and data exchange technologies
that improve statistical and research access. The data exchange and analysis capacity
established in this project was the use of text analysis in R to examine the narratives in
administrative and operational law enforcement data.
7. The code written for key word analysis will allow stakeholders in Vermont to obtain this type of
analysis for many areas of interest. Long narratives and text documents can now be analyzed
quickly. Text and Sentiment Analysis in R allows for large amounts of text-based data to be analyzed
for content, strength of relationships between word objects and words conveying emotion or
intent.
8. Topic analysis will provide more value once the proper name and a few other technical issues
are worked out. It will provide insight into how crime in Vermont may be categorized.

4

Szalavitz, M. Rigg, K.K., Substance Use & Misuse; 2017, Vol. 52, No. 14, 1027-1931;
https://doi.org/10.1080/10826084.2017.1376685. Drug epidemics often bring with them an accompanying rise in crime. The
heroin wave of the 1970’s and crack crisis of the 1980’s were each accompanied by major gun violence, including large numbers
of murders and violent property crimes. The current United States opioid epidemic, however, has not been associated with
either a rise in homicide or in property crime.
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Appendix A
library(tidytext)
library(tm)
library(ggplot2)
library(dplyr)
#make vector of narrative
narrative_source <- VectorSource(drugincidentswithnarratives$Narrative)
#make corpus
narrative_corpus <- VCorpus(narrative_source)
###dictionary of key words
My_words<- c(“drug”, “opiate”, “heroin”, “fentanyl”, “sobriety”, “spoon”, “marijuana”, “cocaine”)
####create document term matrix
narrative_dtm <- DocumentTermMatrix(narrative_corpus, control = list(stemming = TRUE, stopwords =
TRUE,
minWordLength = 2, removeNumbers = TRUE, removePunctuation = TRUE, tolower = TRUE, dictionary =
my_words))
str(narrative_dtm)
# create data.frame from documenttermmatrix
df1 <- data.frame(docs = narrative_dtm$dimnames$Docs, as.matrix(narrative_dtm), row.names = NULL)
######new document term maitrix for LDA analysis
new_dtm <- DocumentTermMatrix(narrative_corpus, control = list(stemming = TRUE, stopwords =
TRUE,
minWordLength = 2, removeNumbers = TRUE, removePunctuation = TRUE))
str(new_dtm)
### remove some words
term_tfidf <- tapply(new_dtm$v/slam::row_sums(new_dtm)[new_dtm$i], new_dtm$j, mean) *
log2(tm::nDocs(new_dtm)/slam::col_sums(new_dtm > 0))
summary(term_tfidf)
#run of median of.04 (.7 for drug incidents only)
reduced_dtm <- new_dtm[,term_tfidf >= 0.7]
summary(slam::col_sums(reduced_dtm))
#model came back with 0 entry rows on one run. Find empty rows
rowTotals <- apply(reduced_dtm , 1, sum)
#remove all docs without words
dtm.new <- reduced_dtm[rowTotals> 0, ]
### LDA model
lda_model2 <- LDA(dtm.new, 20)
p_topics <- tidy(lda_model2, matrix = "beta")
p_topics
####plot them
p_top_terms <- p_topics %>%
group_by(topic) %>%
top_n(10, beta) %>%
13
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ungroup() %>%
arrange(topic, -beta)
p_top_terms %>%
mutate(term = reorder_within(term, beta, topic)) %>%
ggplot(aes(term, beta, fill = factor(topic))) +
geom_col(show.legend = FALSE) +
facet_wrap(~ topic, scales = "free") +
coord_flip() +
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